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Sean Greer-Perry dedication, Middlesex University, 1 February 2017 

Speech by Professor Tim Blackman 

 

It is a great pleasure to welcome everyone today: Sir John, Sonia – Sean’s widow – 

family, friends and colleagues.   

Phil will be remembering Sean in his words in a little while. Let me say for now that 

Sean stood for all that’s good about Middlesex: our creativity, our innovation, putting 

our students first, and above all a passion for what we do, which is to shape lives. 

He’s sorely missed. 

Like many Vice-Chancellors I’ve been reading the Government’s industrial strategy 

Green Paper published last week. I welcome the recognition in the paper of the 

importance of creative industries, but a few word counts are interesting. 

Science is mentioned 50 times. ‘Creative’ appears 8 times. There is no mention of 

‘the arts’.  

That’s a disappointment and I hope the voice of the arts will be loud and clear in the 

response to the Green Paper consultation. 

London is discussed in the Paper as both a problem and an opportunity. The 

Government wants the rest of the country to share its economic success.  

All well and good, but although London is by far the most economically successful 

part of the UK it is also where, on average, people are least happy and least satisfied 

with life.  

Arts and culture are vital to doing something about this. Emerging world cities around 

the globe are recognising that - at a time when arts and culture in London are having 

to deal with big cuts in public funding. 

In fact, arts and culture are having a bad time on so many fronts.  

Creativity and the arts are being squeezed out of schools, denying opportunities to 

young people, with those from the most disadvantaged backgrounds losing out in 

particular. 

Informal programmes for young people have suffered due to local authority cuts. 
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Data are being published course by course to show what their graduates earn, 

highlighting how arts degrees are apparently so much worse ‘value for money’ than 

economics or engineering.  

That this is a reflection of a society which is becoming ever more individualistic and 

instrumental is rarely discussed in the media or government.  

It reflects a profound misconception that there is something called ‘useful knowledge’ 

that is distinct from, and more important than, creativity.  

It creates a hierarchy of kinds of intelligence, ability and intuition, rather than 

recognising the rich diversity of abilities that people have. 

At Middlesex we recognise that what we do is primarily about preparing students for 

the world of work. That may sound as if we too have bought into an instrumental 

model of education.  

And we have. This Faculty is very good at it: our rates of graduate employment are 

particuraly high for our arts subjects. 

For me, this is not about work but about being human. There is nothing more 

important to wellbeing and inclusion than having a good job, a livelihood and skills. 

That’s about being human, having a purpose.  

As Richard Sennett writes in his book The Craftsman, the craftsman represents the 

special human condition of being engaged. 

We are a university that is about making and doing: interpreting and improving the 

world through making and doing.  

I want this to imbue our pedagogy, and the arts have such an important thing to say 

about that to every subject we teach here. 

This is about learning that’s not telling students but showing students, and then 

graduates who can show and not just tell.  

I love Richard Sennett’s example from creative writing. He comments how young 

writers are often guided to ‘show and not tell’. 

‘In developing a novel’, he writes, ‘this means avoiding such declarations as “She 

was depressed”, writing instead something like “She moved slowly to the coffee pot, 

the cup heavy in her hand”. Now we are shown what depression is’. 
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Instrumental arguments for the arts are important: their contribution to employment, 

regeneration, health and wellbeing, in creating a critical citizenship and their part in 

cognitive development.  

But the arts are of course about living rather than living for some other purpose.  

And they reflect the conditions of our times, and respond to those conditions. 

They are part of what the cultural theorist Raymond Williams called the ‘structure of 

feeling’ in a society, the culture of a period, by which he meant its way of life. 

The arts are very much part of our way of life at Middlesex. Creativity should be one 

of the cornerstones of education, and one of the foundations of a vibrant and tolerant 

society.  

We are grateful for all that Sir John and Lady Frances have done for the arts in this 

country and especially for the incredible Saturday Club. We need these initiatives 

now more than ever. 

We are especially grateful to the dedicated and skilled staff who work with our 

students, taking them beyond what they ever thought they could do.  

That is Sean’s legacy. The students whose will remember him, whose practice in the 

world will forever have his imprint on it. 

It is now my privilege to hand over to Sir John Sorrell.  

 

  

 


